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About This Game

The mighty mythological hero, Garshasp, travels into distant lands in search for the secrets hidden in the temple of the dragon,
unaware of the hidden dangers and creatures awaiting him in the cursed lands.

You play as the mighty Garshasp in this hack and slash expansion pack for the original “Garshasp: The Monster Slayer” game
taking place before the original story.

Key features

Deep hack and slash combat system with various combo moves

Cinematic in-game camera following the epic journey

Fantasy mythological world filled with ferocious monsters from ancient literature and Persian Mythology

Epic environments

Mythology based story
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NOT VERY CHALLENGING AND JUST NOT MUCH FUN. Too much of the main characters being outgunned and out
everything else. They just have no chance to succeed!. Completely terrible :/. What can be said about Garshasp that isn't
already? It's a masterful game with tight controls, a rich deep storyline, top-notch voice acting and a complex and rewarding
combat system. 10/10 Game of the Year material. Pick it up as soon as you can.. My garndmother recently had her leg
amputated and still as more mobility than Garshasp. This game is full of bad camera angles and tedious tasks. Everytime I try
and pick up an item Garshasp will no longerr move, forcing me to restart last checkpoint. The only thing positive I can say about
this is that it's only an hour and a half of gameplay at best. Don't waste money on this POS.. This game plays as if it was created
by a 13 year old pubescent virgin. The cut scenes appear to be thrown together; graphics were crappy, dialogue was poorly
written, and the voice acting was attrocious (almost sounds like the voices were computer generated as opposed to being voiced
by a real human). The gameplay was bland, combat felt clunky with the keyboard and mouse, but improves with a controler. I'd
say that the controller support is one of the few highlights of the game. It's clear that this game had a low budget. Low budget
games don't have to be bad. I've played plenty of low budget games that had incredible gameplay and imaginitive stories (vvvvvv
is one that comes to mind). It sort of feels like dead mage blew the entire budget on graphics at the expense of every other
aspect of game play. I realize that I probably spent more time downloading this game than actually playing it; however, if
someone had a gun to my head forcing me to play this game or die, I'd probably rip the gun out of my captor's hands and take
my own life.. This game is terrible. there are a lot of bugs, the techniques are same as the Garshasp the monster slayer, and it
took me just one hour to finish it. And it's nothing like in the book.
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Game breaking bug came on after 20 min and I couldn't beat it. Unacceptable after having been out for 2 years. First one didn't
have problems like this. Tried everything and then threw my hands up and said "♥♥♥♥ it".. Probably the worst game I've ever
played in my entire life...
On Steam anyway.. The first Garshasp was fun in a B-game type way. This game ruined my life and almost made me suicidal
and has the worst boss fight I've ever played. Do not ever buy this for you or anyone. Do not do it. It is the worst thing. Do not
do it. Do not think of doing it. I am a lesser man for having played it.. Was extrmely fun to play game needs to be optimised i
have a beast pc and i struggle for 60 fps um what else was fun doing puzzles i think if you have a decent pc then you will enjoy
if you have a craptop ♥♥♥♥♥ gonna be buggy
. Even with Steam support this game will launch and then crash.. Not nearly as good as the first one and the first one was pretty
bad already. It's rather terrible.. Before you make this purchase allow me to give you both positives and negatives on this game.
Lets start with the positive, The Graphics in the game is not bad, and work well with the game. The Story is ok. now we get to
the game killing aspects of the game for me. The controls are mediocare at best, what makes this worse is that the game changes
the camera angle in some instances making it worse, this is componded since you cant change the angle (as far as i could tell). I
played the game as long as I could hoping that it would get better it just got worse. I promptly removed the game off my
computer.

Possibly it gets better I do not know, but I do know I was glad I bought it during a Steam sell. I'm not sure what's more
surprising, the fact that this game exists or the fact that I gleefully bought it. The first game was crappy, but had a kind of charm
that transcended it. This one is just♥♥♥♥♥♥ It runs terrible. Averaging around 21fps on graphics that a Dreamcast could do
with ease. The first one was short, but this was barely even over an hour long. The combat is mindless and the 'puzzles' were a
joke. I do not recommend this game. It sucks.. I really adore this game, for being a budget Title. It has it's glitches here and
there, which can be handled with. I'd say go check it out! :). I installed, finished and uninstalled this game already. This is
basicly a 3D platform/hack'n'slash and the most terrible game i've ever played. There's not a single part of this game which isn't
♥♥♥♥ed up. The story, the characters (all 3 of them - 2 npc + you), the graphic, the controls, the camera handling, etc., even
the puzzles cursed by the terrible controls, still the puzzles are the best parts of this game. If you wonder how hard is this game,
it isn't. The most common cause of death will be falling from high places. I died dozens of times from falling while died only
once during battle (if i dont count when i fell trough the floor in a battle once). And the most annoying part of all is the balance,
because there isn't any, based on the steam counter it took me 2,5 hour to beat game, but from it only the final boss fight was
more than half an hour. Because that bastard cheating as hell and i especially hate when developers use this kinda trick to extend
the games length. I was so♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥after a while, i started for looking cheats, unfortunately i didn't found any.

There are no options, so you can't do anything besides playing. Also you can't skip the end credits, so you're forced to watch
every name whos are responsible for wasting 2-3 hour from you life. Also as a fun fact you can see how much people need to
make a terrible game.
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